**Adventure #2 EAST BEVERLY**

**July 1-31, 2020**

**HOW TO PLAY**
1. Ride your bike to each location and look for the clue.
2. Fill in your answers for each clue.
3. Copy your answers in the solution spot (bottom right).
4. Place numbered letters in their designated spaces for the History Mystery puzzle to uncover the solution.
5. Take a picture of your completed clue sheet and email to bapa@bapa.org with History Mystery in the subject line. Send the puzzle solution along with your name, address and phone number. Solutions must be received by July 31, 2020.
6. Prize winners will be selected randomly from all correct solutions. 1 entry per family.

**NEW History Mystery every month through October!**
Find a copy online at www.bapa.org.

**USE YOUR CLUE ANSWERS TO SOLVE THE HISTORY MYSTERY PUZZLE**

- **A SCHOOL, STREET AND ART ASSOCIATION**
- **ARE NAMED FOR THIS CREATIVE MAN.**

- **Ride Safely!**
  - Children and adults must wear helmets.
  - Walk bikes across streets.
  - Cross busy streets at traffic lights or stop signs.

**CLUES**

1. People taking the brain downtown don’t have time to waste.
   They’re rushing to the platform, they’re focused on their haste.
   They don’t see the stunning details that make this station shine.
   Like the arching doors and windows looking over the . . . Line.
2. The lone survivor on a street once filled with others like it.
   Its history has embraced both residence and ministry.
   For students it’s a “home” away from school.
   The . . . is a fitting name, as you can see.
3. Ready to answer the call, by day or night,
   Brave people in this place are here to serve.
   Members of the City’s Fire . . . Heroes filled with bravery and verve.
4. Built when . . . was Queen.
   Bedecked with frills and elegance,
   This mansion was part of the village scene,
   On a street of Morgan Park’s elite residents.
5. Fierce defenders of this shabby property.
   They’re stationed at the walk for all to see,
   Each holding an impressive . . .
   Two felines warn all visitors to yield.
6. This modest monument marks a landmark lane named for the architect whose works of visual treat
   Gave rise to this distinction: Most . . . Style houses on one street.
7. Just as the 20th century began to unfold,
   Erastus . . . donated these two acres
   In memory of Amy, his beloved daughter,
   So other children could be joyful merrymakers.
8. Erected as a Christian Science Church in 1917,
   The columns on the condo building are iconic.
   With matching ornate gables, windows, turrets,
   Direction, but not the clime.
   Bedecked with frills and elegance,
   This mansion was part of the village scene,
   On a street of Morgan Park’s elite residents.
10. Not one, but two Victorians you see.
    And no detail was spared in their construction.
    With matching ornate gables, windows, turrets,
    Except one has no . . . An odd deduction.
11. This home is a favorite sight for residents of all ages.
    Sculptures, woodwork, paintings and animals
    Artistically crafted and proudly displayed.
    Is the wise yellow . . . perched at the top of the totem pole.
12. This public artwork, installed back in 2018,
    But perhaps most eye catching while biking or walking.
13. The . . . House on this quaint East Beverly corner.
    In field hockey and . . . are women athletes.
14. This public artwork, installed back in 2018,
    But perhaps most eye catching while biking or walking.
15. The . . . House on this quaint East Beverly corner.
    In field hockey and . . . are women athletes.
16. The . . . House on this quaint East Beverly corner.
    In field hockey and . . . are women athletes.

**MAP KEY**

- **START**
- **CLUE STOP**
- **TRAFFIC LIGHT / STOP SIGN**
- **BIKE-TO-BUSINESS DISTRICT**

**USE YOUR CLUE ANSWERS TO SOLVE THE HISTORY MYSTERY PUZZLE**

- **1.**
- **2.**
- **3.**
- **4.**
- **5.**
- **6.**
- **7.**
- **8.**
- **9.**
- **10.**
- **11.**
- **12.**
- **13.**
- **14.**
- **15.**
- **16.**

**Puzzle Solved by:**

**1.**

**2.**

**3.**

**4.**

**5.**

**6.**

**7.**

**8.**

**9.**

**10.**

**11.**

**12.**

**13.**

**14.**

**15.**

**16.**

**RIDE SAFELY**

- Children and adults must wear helmets.
- Walk bikes across streets.
- Cross busy streets at traffic lights or stop signs.